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What makes a ceramic obiect beautiful or striking? Sometimes it is
difficult to distinguish the effect of the object's shape or function from

its surface appearance. Is it the deep and full body of a mug that we find

so appealing, or is it the mug's warm and welcoming color? Would a

sacred object made of clay appear so powerful and mysterious without

ornamentation?
Since ancient times, potters have used a variety of techniques to

decorate the surface of their clay pieces-from carving or incising grooves

in moist clay to burnishing the surface of leather-hard clay, from painting

with liquid slip of a different-colored clay to glazingor underglazing.

Ideally, decisions made about surface

decoration relate to a work's shape

and form, and the whole piece is

enhanced as a result.

In this chapter, you will:
o Discover ways to create texture

and color on clay surfaces

Explore glazes and underglazes

Decorate a plate using

incising techniques

"I don't see tlte surface of my pots a"s canvxses...

t

a

to decorate, but rather as a skin tltat defines and

communicate s what is underne s.th."

Steven Branfman
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Fig. 5-1. This artist uses the pinching method to form her compositions. Some of her pieces are
fired several times to accommodate different overglaze techniques.
Andrde llichmon d, Elephant antl Tiger, 2009. Cone 04 ciay, glaze and underglazes, gold and white goid lustres. 13" x 1 1" x 6"
(33 x 28 x 15 cm). Courtesy of the artist.
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Fig. 5-2. Notice where the artist used *extur€
in this figurative scalpture.
Student wcrk. Peter Beck, Naii'-e Amerirar iftont view).

2008. Slab construction, high-11re sioreh'are.

Now that you know how to make

several forms in clay, you are about to

discover the vast range of treatments and

techniques available for surface decora-

tion. At times, the many options may feel

overwhelming. Slow down and thoroughly

acquaint yourself with a few tools, colo-

rants, and glazes. Learn how to use tools

to create different textures. Discover how

colorants, such as slips or oxides, affect

textures and glazes and how glazesre'
spond to thick or thin applications. Keep

an organized record of what you learn.

The techniques you choose foryour
work are likely to involve two significant
categories of surface decoration: texture

and color. As you study the works of
other clay artists, consider how these two

elements of design affect each ceramic

piece.

Texture
Clay works inevitably include a textural
aspect. Soft clay responds to a single

touch that is recorded on its surface.

Clay surfaces have historically served as

a means for artists to tell a story, dis-

play symbols of religious significance, or

beautify a form with a realistic or abstract

design. When working with clay, it is ful-
filling to know that even one fingertip can

leave a mark that is eternally unique-just
as fingerprints on prehistoric ceramic pots

are connected to a single person.

Fig, 5-3. The canved lines on the slatr-built body
create rhythm and unity, What csntrasts are
forrned by this use of pattern?
Studerri rvork, Tana Bos-.hard, Bea.chWntte Ettie, 2C09. Slab

ccnstrucljcn rvith subiractive desigr, high fired porcelain.
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Fig, 5-4" knpressing and textcire tools.

You can add texture anytime before

your piece is fired, when the clay is at

the various stages in between soft and

leather-hard. Impressing is best done

when clay is soft. Incising and appliqu6

can be done at any time. Piercing, inlay-
ing, and burnishing should be done when

the clay is leather-hard.

Empmmmw€mg
Press with a tool into a clay surface, and

the texture, design, or mark left on the
clay becomes a low relief of your tool.
Tool possibilities include almost anything:
a fingernail, button, stamping tool, tex-

tured wooden beater, string, rope, burlap,

lace, and whatever your imagination leads

you to.
You can make your own stamps out

of clay by carvinga design or image on a

clay disc that you've fitted with a ridge or
handle on the back. After they're fired,

these stamps can be used to impress pat-

terns on your other clay works.

Fig. 5-5" Sisque-frred clay stamps made by
Iloyis Walenta. Stamps may also be carved
frorn rubber or plaster, or cut into a sporege.

ffi You can achieve interesting
effects when you press crumbled, dried,

colored clays into surfaces of contrasting
color. Or, press organic materials such as

seeds, leaves, or sawdust into soft clay.

They will burn away in the firing,leaving a

recessed textural surface.

Experiment with different tools to
make impressions on a clay slab. Oxide

washes and colored slips (see page 1,47)

can further accentuate the pattern after
the clay has stiffened to leather-hard.

Fig. 5-6" The aneient Eglptians rnade sorne cf their board ganrres from clay. This one, which is
known as Melaen, ov the $erpent Game, was played with marbles or srnall clay *gurines,
Egypt, Serpent Game, Old Kinp.dom, ca. 2649*2i50 ecti. Faience. fhe Lour.re, Paris. iqrGianli Dagli OIIi,/CORBIS.
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lneising
Cutting into the surface of the clay is
called incising. You can carve designs or
even remove whole parts of the surface.
Any device that cuts into the clay, from
a wooden tool to a cheese cutter, is good
for incising. Both hand-built and thrown
forms lend themselves to this form of
decoration.

Experiment by see-
ing how your incised
marks change when
you stretch or ma-
nipulate the clay. For
instance, try throwing
a thick cylinder. Incise
a series ofvertical
marks around the
walls, then press from
the inside to make the
form bulge out. How
do the incised marks
change?

ri
ffi::i

Voar can n'lalse a
carving tootr by
inserting a bent

:::r:;:""."

Fig. 5-7. What tcols do you thinh the artist
might have used to add texture to the surface
of this sculpture?
Student rvork, Zachary PeeJer, Self portrait, Z0AS.
Sculpture, high fire ston€ware.

Fig. 5-8. Notice how the artist used carved or
incised lines to enhance the surfaee of this pot.
llow is the pointed lid balanced by the subtle
curves on the body of the piece?
Student work, Vuthy Sok, Carvingpat.2006. trtheel thrown
stoneware, {rred to cone 10 reduction.
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Fig. 5-9. l.dhy n:ight the
decoration cn this pot
be considered a sprigged
design?
Caroi Peliigra, Bantbao Jar.

2008. Throrvn and alte:ed rvhite

cone C6 porcelain, carued n'ith
glazes, 1-.amboo handie. Ccurtesv

of the artist.

- *4 t

eppeRqffie
The technique of appliqu6 involves ap-

plying one piece of clay onto another.

Appliqu6 pieces can be coils, cut-out
pieces of clay, pads, or clay designs that
are pressed on the soft walls or rim of a

form. Add these to the surface of your
piece by applying some pressure, smooth-

ing the appliqu6 on, or beating it on with
a paddle. Make sure to support the inside

wall of any hollow form while you add the

app1iqu6. If surfaces have dried some-

what, score and slip the pieces for better

adhesion. (See page 55, "How to Join Two

Pieces of CIay.")

When the appliqu6 itself is a molded

piece with a lot of detail, add it gently so

that the delicate details remain intact. To

do so, attach the appliqu6 with slip. This

technique is known as sprigging.

Fig. 5-10. Appliqu6 is a method used to create
texture by adding pieces of clay to the surf,ace

of a work. How would this pot be different
without the added grieces?

Student work, Jacqueiine Rosa, DalphinVase, 2AA9.

Throlvn red earthenware, cone 05. rvith appliqu6 and glaze
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Piercing holes in clay is a decorative
technique used to create dramatic effects
by playing with light and the contrast
between inside and outside surfaces. you
can use knives, hollow cutting tubes of
various shapes and sizes, needle tools,
or anything that punctures the clay with
a clean edge. The clay should be leather-
hard. Be sure to support it carefully to
prevent cracking.

Once you've completed the pierced
design, smooth any projecting bits of clay
on the inside surface with a fine piece of
sandpaper or adry sponge. you can also
use the side of a needle tool to clean the
corners of the "windows."

ffi When you glazea pierced form,
run a needle tool around each of the holes
to clear out any glaze that may have
collected there. This will prevent the glaze
from pooling in the hole or running on
the surface.

ffiassm#mfu$*W
This ancient method of finishing an un-
glazedleather-hard pot involves rubbing
its surface smooth with a stone or the
back ofa spoon. Burnishing has a practical
use: the pressure ofrubbing packs the clay
particles together (making the pot more
watertight) and produces a shiny finish.
The burnishing operation takes time, but
a light application of cooking or furniture
oil on the surface of the pot speeds up
the process. You can also burnish certain
sections of a piece. Burnishing works best
with clays that are fired at low tempera-
tures in pit firings (see page 203) or other
primitive firing environments. Otherwise
the burnished/polished effect is lost due
to vitrification or clay shrinkage.

Fig" 5*11. t'!/kat tecXrniques, beslde piereingo
e{o*s the *rtist use *a ernphasize t*re titXe o?
ttais s*u!g:*ure?
Sludert vr:rit, Destiny lireillirc, Ei!:e tts of pcllLttion,

2ilti:l Slab built, l'itir cop;..er oxirle iv:sh. cr:rre !4 firer,
ai-'ppPr'.!ire .
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Fig. 5-12. A steady hand is evident in the
*nderglaze irnages chat wers painted cln this
plate, t{ow did t}re artist r:s€ line to achieve
a feeli*rg cf lightn*ss a*d rhythrn?
Stnder:t ro:crk, Sarah Herberger, Llands cn ivIe,2009.
Siab buiit. urierglaze, cr:ne C4 g1aze.

Value
Value refers to how light or dark a

color is. Each color, or hue, has a

range of intensity between white

and black with an unlimited number

of values in between. Values may be

gray (the absence of color), or tints
and shades-a light or pale color

is called a tint, and a dark color is

a shade. The way we perceive value

depends upon the amount of light
absorbed or reflected by an object's

surface. In ceramics , an unglazed

or matte-glazed surface will absorb

light so its value tends to remain

stable. Burnished and gloss-glazed

surfaces reflect light, so they appear

to have multiple or changing values.

Sig. 5-13" A,lthough this pot is all blaek, Iight refiects
differently from its burnished and unburnished areas
to create a contrast in value.
Maria Martinez, Maria Bovtl. Cr:urtesy cf Srika and lMyatt l{ade"

Colsr
Adding color to your ceramic work opens

up enormous creative possibilities. Color

can complete your original vision of a

piece. Or you can add it even when the

clay is dry and about to be fired for the
first time. Experimenting with different
ways to add color can produce unexpected

effects that reveal an entirely new per-

spective. Keep in mind that the tempera-

ture and kiln atmosphere will also affect

the outcome of different colorants.

Clays of different types have their
own individual colors;you might decide

to mix clays to create variations in color.

Use oxides (natural earth minerals such

as iron, cobalt, and copper) to produce

varyinghues of reds, blues, and greens,

and earth tones like browns and yellows.

Or paint your clay with underglazes. (See

page 153.)
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Fig. 5-14. This artist
brushes white slip
on a semi-dry, red
clay body. I{e then
paints his work with
detailed botanical
illustrations using
white slip rnixed
with ceramic stains"
How does the use
of color define this
work?
Tirn Ludwig, INatering
Can with Crown imperlal,

2007. Thrown earthen-

ware,22" (56 cm) h x 14'
(36 cm) vr x 4" (10 crn) d.

Altereci, stains with clay

s1ip, fired to 1950"F.

Photo: R. Smith.

#mRmmmd ff&my
Create beautiful marbled or other dra-

matic effects by using clays of different
colors in the same piece. The color of
any ceramic piece depends on the clay it
was made from and the temperature at

which it was fired. For example, a piece

made from a red clay body can become

pink or reddish brown depending on the

firing temperature. You can create an

interesting contrast in colors by incorpo-

rating a layer of a white clay body.

$ig, 5-15. How do surface techniques, such as

textuse, incising, appliqu6, and color, play a
role in this sculpture's expressive qualities?
Studen I work, Cal Duran, Here, 2A06. Hanri-built, mixed
media.
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The Japanese technique known
as neriage incorporates clays of different
colors in hand-built or thrown pieces. Try
combining two different colored claysby
wedging, twisting, or stretching to achieve
a marbled effect. Use slices for a hand-
building project, or form the clay into a
ball for throwing a neriage form. For a
thrown form, lightly sand or scrape the
surface after the piece has dried to reveal
and sharpen the colors.

Hxu&my$xag
You can fill impressed or incised marks
with soft clay of a contrasting color or
with a colored slip (see Mishima on
page 159). This technique is called inlay-
ing.The inlay is the clay filling.

Because the clay you use in the inlay
will be moister than the surface clay, it
will shrink more dramatically as it dries.

Fig, 5-17, This artist uses angles, curves, and
inlays to infer movement in both the form and
its surface. Explain the role of,color and shape
in this piece,
Aurore Chabot, Tipping Paints,2005. Earthenware with
slips and stains, 12" x L3%' x7'(30.5 x 34.3 x 17.g cm).
Courtesy of the artist.

Fig. 5-16. $tudents
working on day build-
ing projects and design
techniques"

For this reason, overfill the inlay areas
and then scrape off any excess once the
inlay has dried completely. To scrape the
surface down to the design pattern, use a
metal rib tool or old hacksaw blade. Take
care not to apply too much pressure as

you remove the excess. Go over the sur-
face several times lightly rather than risk
pulling the inlay out.
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Fig, 5-18. Sne advantage of using a comrner-
cially made stain is that you can achieve eolor
con*istency from batch to batch" Why might
this be importan*?
Rarrd;u O'Brien, Itfhat Flat^;ers? To:orvn and aliered 1cw fire

clay, voicanic ash cra.'r'1 giaze nith Mason stains, sprayed in

multiple layers, 22' (.53.9 cm) high. Courtesy of the artist.

#wfidem ffiffi# #asfummffi$'ms
Anyone who explores color in ceramic art
will also learn a bit about chemistry, for
what gives clays, glazes, and underglazes

their colors are minerals and metals.

When these substances are subjected to

high temperatures, they change color.

Oxides and carbonates are basic metals

combined with oxygen (oxide) or carbon
(carbonate). Some common combinations
are iron (black and red), cobalt (blue),

chrome (green), rutile (yellow), manga-

nese (black), and copper (green). These

metals produce a variety of glaze colors

when used alone or in combination with
other colorants. They are also basic

Blue-and'
White Ware
Blue-and-white pottery has been much

loved worldwide for centuries. The story

of this ware involves the exchange of
ideas and material among cultures over

time.
The striking blue in blue-and-white

ware is the result of cobalt, a ground-up
mineral which is an ideal component for
glazes. Potters used cobalt decoration

as early as the eighth century cs in the

Middle East and China. Middle Eastern

cobalt was of higher quality than that
found in China, and by the fourteenth
century, the Chinese were importing
pure cobalt from the Middle East. The

resulting blue-and-white decorated por-

celain, known as "Mohammedan BIue,"

was considered to be as precious as gold.

By the fifteenth and sixteenth centu-

ries, Chinese blue-and-white ware was in
great demand throughout the Near and

Middle East. Camels carried the pottery
via the Silk Route through central Asia.

Ships transported it to ports worldwide.
Popular in Europe, blue-and-white

ware had its admirers in Asia, too. Dur-

ing the late sixteenth century, Korean

potters who were brought to Japan

began to experiment with the blue-and-

white combination and the industry

materials for underglazes and slips. (See

pages 152-153.) Manufactured stains,

made from a blend of oxides and opacifi-

ers, are also available.

ffi While oxides and carbonates are

ingredients that give glazes their color,

they can also be applied directly to the clay.
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expanded quickly. In the early seven-

teenth century, the Dutch East India

Company requested that Japan produce

blue-and-white ware for the European

market. Japanese potters imported co-

balt blue, copied Chinese designs, and

made vast quantities of porcelain ware.

In southern Europe, faience and ma-

j olica (low-temperature glazes) evolved

from techniques based on Islamic

attempts to imitate Chinese wares.

The Arabs had carried these methods

to Spain during the Moorish occupa-

tion from the ninth through thirteenth
centuries. In turn, Spanish colonists

brought the blue-and-white techniques

to Mexico in the sixteenth century.

The superbly painted translucent
porcelain ware from China was never

equaled. European potters continued

their efforts for a couple of centuries

until their products satisfied local

demand. Only then did blue-and-white

imports from China taper off.

When the English began to make

porcelain, they invented a design-

transfer method that eliminated costly

hand painting. In the late 1780s, a

potter in Staffordshire (beiieved to

be either Thomas Turner or Thomas

Minton) created a pattern known as

"Blue Willow" based on traditional
Chinese design elements. It featured

a willow tree, two birds, a fence, tea

house, boat, and a bridge.

By the early 1800s, willow ware was

transported on steamboats and car-

ried in covered wagons. In the 1900s, it
was manufactured in America, Japan,

France, Germany, Holland, Poland,

Spain, Finland, and Mexico. Although
blue-and-white combinations inspired

by Chinese imagery gradually faded in
the latter part of the twentieth century,

contemporary cobalt blue designs on a

white background continue to dazzle

the viewer.

Fig. 5-1$. Sari.ng the €reat Depression
in the *arly tr-S3$s, Blue Willow plates
were fs*nd in so many sestaurants that

a clreal arras often adverti*ed as a

"bl** piate special""
Eot ;1, ta. 191.0. Blue'and-white glazes,

8%" i2?.2 cm) <lian:eter. Courtesy

of 1\4yra Byrnes C'Leary. Photo-bY

Tom Fiorelli.

il€H
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Fig. S*2S.The artist used cast and hand-built
pieces on this work. Describe how the arrang€-
ment and color choices add unity.
Suzanne M. Conine, Disrontfart and Harmony, 2445. Cast

and hand-built objects, 1ow-fire terra sigiliata, smoke and
glazes. 3' x 1l' x 1 1" (8 x 28 x 28 cm). Courtesy of th€ artist.

Oxides and carbonates can be diluted
with water and sponged or painted on

bisqued surfaces. They can be applied un-
der a glaze for muted color or ovet a glaze

for more intense color.

Experiment by using oxides and

carbonates alone or with other colorants.

Sometimes, you can achieve more dramatic
effects with a limited color palette. For

instance, the simple g\aze andoxide combi-

nation that constitutes the popular blue-

and-white ware (see pages 150-151) has

endured in many cultures through the ages.

ffi Ifyour clay piece has any surface

texture, try creating color contrasts that
enhance the textural details. Simply apply

a wash of an oxide or carbonate to the
piece, then wipe the surface. The color will
remain more concentrated in the recessed

areas. Glaze the piece with transparent
glaze andrefire. Remember that colors are

more intense when they are used with
white or transparent glazes. (lhe darker

the glaze, the more subtle the color

contrast.)

fl!l[!f![tr wear latex or rubber
gloves when you sponge or rub an oxide or
stain onto the surface ofyour piece.

Always wash your hands thoroughly after
glazing.

trw$,*red S&6ps
A slip is a mix of extremely fine clay with
water. Available in commercial prepara-

tions, a slip can be colored with oxides or
other stains that can change your pot's

color or add decorative interest. You can

apply a slip with a brush, a dropper, or
whatever tool your imagination conjures

up. Apply slips to clay after it has dried,

Fig. 5-21. Notice how solid
colors make surface textures
more visible.
Christine Colby, Tangerine Dreatr, 2A08

Slab built and slip cast, sprayed under-
glazes, low fire glazes, cone 05 glaze

6g11:pleF"ings. 1J"y$ Il ('lqbl
22.7 x17.8 cm)- Courtesy of the artist.
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Fig. 5-22, Explain the role of color and shape in this installation. Compare it with Fig. 5-21.

Tim B. Clark, Proximiql & Distance, 2008. Earthenware, steel, 16" h x 72" w x 7" d (40.6 x 182.9 x 17.8 cm). Courtesy of the artist

or when it is leather-hard. Some clay

artists even apply slip to bisque ware
(pieces that have already been fired once).

You can make your own slip. See the
Clay Studio Handbook, page 266, for a

sample formula.

W$?S The slip must fit the claybody.

Before using slip, check to be sure it is the
right kind of slip for the clay you are using.

Underglaze
Underglazing involves painting on the
surface of greenware (pottery that has

never been fired) or bisque ware. Some

commercial underglazes are specifically

made for bisque ware. The advantage

of using underglazes is that they don't
change substantially during firing,
whereas glazes might-so, they are suited

to all kinds of painterly effects, including

fine-line or detail work. Try using them
under a transparent glaze to bring out the

colors' brilliance.

Commercial underglazes come pre-

mixed and are simple to use. They come in

)ars or sets that look like watercolor pans.

Some are available as pencils. To make

your own underglaze color, put a small

amount of oxide or stain-about the size

of a dime-on a plastic container lid.

Add the same amount of flux (transpar-

ent glaze) and a few drops of the vehicle
(equal parts glycerine and water). Mix it
all with a spatula until your underglaze is

smooth and creamy. The vehicle makes it
easier to brush the mixture on the ware,

while the flux helps the underglaze to

fuse, or combine, with the ware when it
is fired. When you decorate and fire your
piece, the color will be sealed to the ware.

k+'

Fig. 5-23. Brushes for decorating and glazing.

*
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Fig, 5*24. What techniqtre would you us€ to
apply color on this piece?

Sf rrdent wcrk, Any llarnhart, 'Jcy Ahh.2Lli)ll iled eai:ther

ud .,,'r l.rlt/l,lo/ 'll^J' l '

*6

€"#trgBffiRqAe#s s#tr

ffim€mg ffmEms
You can add color to your work using a

number of techniques. If you are applying

underglaze as your color, use the following

techniques on bisque ware for easy water

cleanup of errors. Stains or oxides tend

to be absorbed by bisque ware, so you

may wish to apply them to slightly damp

greenware instead. If you want to make a

change, the stain or oxide can be removed

with a damp sponge. When applying ox-

ides, slips, or underglazes to bisque ware,

work quickly-the materials dry faster

than if applied to greenware.

#p*mg$,mg
Sponges vary from rough to smooth grain

and give different textures and depth

of color when daubed onto clay surfaces.

Try making your own sponge designs.

* Cut several small pieces of foam, or use

cosmetic sponges.

* Draw a simple design on each sponge.

Cut around its shape with sharP

scissors.

a Dip your sponges in colored slip, then

press the designs lightly on leather-

hard clay.

e Repeat, overlapping shapes and colors

as desired.

This technique may also be used to sponge

color over a base glaze.

SpaSt*x"Emc#'

A toothbrush or a common household

bristle brush can be used to generate a

spattered background. Dip the brush

in the underglaze, slip, or oxide, hold

it above the clay surface, and use your
(gloved) fingers to flick the bristles.

Fig" 5-2$" Fla*rada believed in the timeless
beanty that exists in simple handrnade obiects"
The richness of his ideas ean be saesr in this
bcttle. Hor,rr does the trailed white slip decora-
tion balance the natural dignity of the forrn?

Sh cr ji F{anrada, S q u ar e V ris r:. Slorelare. glaz ed, 7',\' x 4"li' x

2'"" (1],7 x 1 1. x 7 cn). {.lift of Davii ard An:r Shane:,

Schein-,Joscph Inlernational l\'4ltseum t;f Ceranic Ar1,

1997.13,1. Photo b1' l3riar Ol]L:sbe;:.
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ffircasBa*,mg

A paintbrush is good for blocking in areas

of color or painting fine, delicate lines

or strong gestures. Brushes can be used

to finish details on top of a background,

outline a design, or emphasize a certain
aspect of the form. Artists usually choose

among watercolor brushes, oriental
brushes, or brushes with stiff bristles.
See page 174 for a description of airbrush
technique. You can even use the end of a
brush handle to add dots of color.

ffi Practice working with different
brush types and sizes. Begin with strong
strokes and move on to delicate markings.

Observe what happens when you change

the speed ofyour strokes. Get to know the

characteristic marks that each brush
produces.

Sig. 5*26. Mastrring techniques used to Brcduce
an int*resting sur$a*e 4*sign inelude tightEy
wrapgring cret around a piece before sprayieg it
with gtraze.

Stud€ni i./ork, Eric Wohlstarrtet, lndtL:;tritl, 20il8. Cone 10

stonernrare, lhrorvn.

ffi;*ekia'ag
Stencils can enclose or outline background

shapes or foreground designs. Cut out
a design from a piece of paper, lay the
paper on the clay surface, and apply color

through the opening using one of the
methods you've learned (sponge, spatter,

brush). Duplicate or overlap the design

as many times as you wish, to create an

interesting pattern. Masking tape cut into
lines or shapes also makes an effective

stencil.
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Fapex ffiesist
Paper resist is similar to masking. Cut

shapes or patterns from damp paper

and lay these shapes on the clay surface.

Brush, spray, or sponge some color over

and around the paper. After the slip has

dried, peel the paper off to show the un-

colored portion ofthe clay surface. Repeat

this process to get various color tones and

to complete a design.

Wax Resflst
Wax resist is a versatile masking tech-

nique used on both leather-hard clay and

bisque ware. You can use melted wax,

commercial resist emulsions, or even

white glue thinned with water. A few

drops of food coloring added to the resist

make it more visible after application.

Here are some wax resist methods:
e Paint a design with liquid wax (or other

resist material) on leather-hard clay.

When the wax is dry, wipe the piece

with a wet sponge. The top layers of the
unwaxed clay will melt away, leaving

the waxed area intact as a raised design.

Fig. 5-27. Deseribe how the pieces in this
series are alike in fovm and design. How are
they different?
Student work, Anna Slon'ey, Shina LeafWax Resisr, 2005.

Wheel-thrown stoneh'are, rvu resist, cone I 0 reduction.

w Paint over a wax design with an oxide

or underglaze.The waxed area will re-

main clear while the unwaxed area will
hold color.

e Apply wax directly on bisque ware.

When this is done, the wax application
will resist any glaze that is applied.

The wax melts away during firing, leav-

ing raw fired clay as a contrast to the
glazed area.

e Apply wax details over a glaze. Brush or
dip another glaze over it, or carve away

parts of the waxed area and apply glaze

to the exposed surfaces.

$H€p Yea*Xfimg
This method of surface decoration in-
volves squeezing a line of slip onto damp

clay to produce a raised line. Slip trailing
was common in the seventeenth and eigh-

teenth centuries in Britain. SIip trailers
can be made from pastry bags, mustard
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Fig. 5-28. Jolene Zanghi slip trails a design
onto her teapot. Slip that is used for decorat-
ing is a fine-grained slip, different than the
clay-and-water rnixture that is used for attach-
ing two pieces nf clay by the "score and slip"
method.
Photo by Ann Perry.

dispensers, rubber syringes, or anything
that produces a steady flow of slip. The

slip must be well mixed and free of lumps.

You can make various sizes of lines

and dots by using different-sizednozzles.
Practice trailing slip designs on a clay slab

before attempting to decorate a vessel or
plate. If you make a mistake, a slip-trailed
design is usually fairly easy to scrape off.

Lines of slip applied to a wet surface can

be feathered (by drawing a fine point
across them) or combed to produce inter-
esting effects.

Fig. 5-29. The title of this
pot refers to a technique
where a damp sponge
is used to wipe raw clay
away from decorative
elements painted with
wax. The result is a raised
design on the surface.
Student n'ork, Dominique
Gaudyn, Water Etched, 20A8.

$ihee1-thrown stoneware, cone

I 0 reduction
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Sig. 5*30, EIow do color, shape, and line
disguise the functional grurpose of this irnagi-
native teapot?
Student b'ork, Peier Castaneda , Cube Teaoot,2C06. Slab

built extruded tube handle. lorv-fire slaze.

ffigum$#fifm

The sgraffrt o (sgrah FEE toe) technique

involves scratching designs in a colored

slip to reveal the color of the clay body

beneath. The quality of the line varies

depending on whether the clay is damp

or dry. Almost anything you can scratch

with is a good tool for sgraffito-old pens,

wooden modeling tools, manicuring tools,

or trimming tools.

Fig. 5-31" Describe the decorative techniques
used to enhance the surface of this bottle.
Student work, Dominique Gaudyn. Inclsed, 2008. \{heei
thrown stoneware, cone 1 0 reduclion,
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In this method, a pattern or design is

incised or carved into the surface of
leather-hard ware. Slip is brushed onto
the surface, filling the incised lines with
contrasting color. When dry, the extra slip

is scraped off so that only the incised lines

show the added color. Mishima is similar
to inlay (page 149), but requires that slip

rather than clay be used for filling.

Fig. 5-32" This artist burnishes his terra
sigilEata-coated fornrs with the palms of his
hands and fine Erlastic. Ftre then applies coloved
slip witk a &ne bresh and frres once. Can you
see evidcnce af, his Apache,/Yaqui Indian heri-
tage in the desigra?

Rirky Maiclonaria.Bird Plate. 1995, rervorkecl 2000.

Red earrhen.ware lrith glaze deccration, I 0.5 ' (26.67 cn).
Ccur[esy of the artrst. Photograph €)1nage inatiorr.

Tm*sa $69*E$mta
Terra sigillata means "sealed earth." In an-

cient Greece and Rome, this material was

used before the invention of glaze.Terra
sigillata is an exceptionally fine-grained

clay suspension in water, similar to colored

slip, that is best applied to greenware of
low-firing clay. It can be sprayed, brushed,

poured, or dipped. It can be colored with
oxides or stains and has a natural sheen

when fired cone 0B to cone 03.

Burnishing or polishing a work that in-
corporates terra sigillata can produce dra-

matic results, especially when contrasting

colors are used. Some artists burnish the

surface with a stone or other object prior
to firing; others polish it with beeswax

or tung oil after firing. Many variations
of the technique are possible. Try a final
sawdust or pit firing (after bisque firing)
to achieve interesting effects.
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